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AT&T

ACQUISITION + UPGRADE



ENJOY + AT&T BRAND PAGE

Jumps the customer straight 
to the checkout flow (phone 
gallery page) - no postcode 
checker at this stage

Does EE need the same presence on 
Enjoy’s website? need to consider 
brand alIignment. Where will we 
direct this CTA too?
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Help / FAQ content around the 
Enjoy service. Good to allow users 
to understand the crossover 
between the two services.

AT&T + ENJOY LANDING PAGE



AT&T - PHONE GALLERY PAGE (WITH DELIVERY PROMO BANNER) AT&T - PHONE GALLERY PAGE (NO BANNER)
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No filters for same-day 
delivery or Enjoy service. 
EE could consider this 
(see Amazon example)

Same day promo banner here. 
This could help entice the 
customer into acquisition.
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AT&T - PRODUCT DETAILS PAGE (NO DELIVERY PROMO BANNER)

AT&T - PRODUCT DETAILS PAGE (WITH BANNER)

Same day promo banner here. 
This could help entice the 
customer into acquisition.



AT&T -  DEVICE CONFIGURATOR > CART > SUMMARY
Consistent delivery messaging, 
no reference to Enjoy. EE need 
to think about the different 
touch points for such 
supportive messaging.



AT&T - CART > SUMMARY > DELIVERY

Tooltip explaining the delivery 
service.  

Option to change the delivery 
method, time and address on all 
options.
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Popup allows the customer to 
schedule the delivery time. 
Popup vs in-page module should 
be considered.



AT&T - CHECKOUT > PERSONAL INFORMATION

CHECKOUT > SERVICES

Inline ‘alert’ style messaging 
notifying the user of the benefits 
of Enjoy, EE could consider this 
helpful tip/messaging style 
throughout checkout.

Where should EE allow the user 
to change the address and how 
will this link in with Enjoy? will 
the delivery service change 
automatically?

CHECKOUT > PERSONAL INFORMATION
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AT&T - CHECKOUT > PAYMENT INFO > TERMS & CONDITIONS > BILLING > REVIEW & SUBMIT 



AT&T - UPGRADE > LANDING PAGE > PRODUCT DETAILS PAGE

No mention of same day delivery or 
help setting up here on either pages. 
Would EE include this at the early 
stage of the upgrade process?

This experience is full screen and 
immersive for the customer, which 
allows the business to sell the 
product.  

Something for EE to consider for the 
upgrade journey (a more bespoke, 
immersive experience).



AT&T - DELIVERY

Different checkout experience here 
vs acquisition journey. The delivery 
options are brought above the fold 
and are presented more 
prominently - highlighting in each 
case that all of the services are 
‘FREE’.  

Why would the customer not 
choose the most premium option?



02

ACQUISITION > DELIVERY



Seemingly only one delivery option 
presented here. Gives a sense of 
urgency similar to Amazon saying 
‘Order by midnight’.  

EE could display similar text, 
backed by the ‘excitement factor’  
e.g. the customer can order and
receive their device within hours.

02 - PRODUCT DETAILS PAGE > TARIFF SELECTOR

No mention of delivery here, 
only on the previous page.



02 - BASKET > DELIVERY

Offers only two forms of 
delivery as EE does now. 
Nothing different here.

EE could consider fading out 
the next steps which still 
need to be completed to not 
distract the user.



AMAZON
SAME DAY DELIVERY + PRIME



AMAZON - PRODUCT GALLERY PAGE

You can filter this page by delivery 
method. Would it be possible for EE 
to do this? 

The items displayed are based on 
the post code within My Account.  

This would not be as effective 
without my post code.

Highlights the same day 
service available on this 
product.



AMAZON - PRODUCT DETAILS PAGE

This displays the stock and delivery 
messaging in a more simplistic manner 
asking the customer if they wan’t to 
receive the phone the same day as 
they order it, and has a live countdown 
to create a sense of urgency.  

This could be worth considering for EE 
to encourage users to add the product 
to their basket.



AMAZON - PRODUCT DETAILS PAGE (ON SCROLL) 

AMAZON - SHOPPING BASKET
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The ‘Prime’ logo is well known and placed 
throughout the Amazon journey. This 
method for Enjoy should be considered to 
create a strong visual identity and sense of 
consistency through the acquisition, 
upgrade and checkout journey.



AMAZON - CHECKOUT > DELIVERY

Depending on the address 
entered here (the results on the 
product gallery were based on the 
above post code) the address can 
still be updated.  

This will then customise the 
delivery services surfaced on the 
next checkout screens.



AMAZON - CHECKOUT > DELIVERY > PAYMENT



AMAZON - CHECKOUT > DELIVERY > PAYMENT > REVIEW

Here is an almost overwhelming 
amount of delivery options (based on 
the previously entered post code). 
 
The amount of options here could 
confuse customers rather than 
encourage them to use the premium 
delivery services.  
 
‘’FREE’ is repeated several times here 
too, similar to the AT&T checkout 
experience.

The use of green text brings out the important 
date and time information, with a prominent 
CTA to change the delivery slot.  

This is for ‘Nominated Delivery’, not setup help 
as well, but the principal remains the same to 
customise the day and time slot they receive 
their purchase.



AMAZON - CHECKOUT > DELIVERY > PAYMENT > REVIEW > DELIVERY SLOT

Treated like a lightbox, this calendar 
really stands out. It uses a colour key 
code to identify ‘Not Available’, 
‘Available’ and the ‘Selected’ option.



AMAZON - CHECKOUT > DELIVERY > PAYMENT > REVIEW > DELIVERY SLOT > ORDER CONFIRMATION

Again highlighting the confirmed time 
slot here, with the ability to review and 
edit the order straight away,



AMAZON - ORDER CONFIRMATION EMAIL

Thursday,	October	5,	2017	at	1:17:47	PM	Bri<sh	Summer	Time

Page	1	of	2

Subject: Your	Amazon.co.uk	order	of	"Apple	iPhone	6S	Plus	16GB..."

Date: Thursday,	5	October	2017	at	13:16:00	BriIsh	Summer	Time

From: Amazon.co.uk

To: Pike,	Tim

Customers who bought Apple iPhone 6S Plus 16GB Smartp... also bought

Your Orders  |  Your Account  |  Amazon.co.uk

Order Confirmation
Order #202-5478048-9379556 

Hello,
Thanks for your order. We’ll let you know once your item(s) have dispatched. Your order details are indicated below. You
can view the status of your order or make changes to it by visiting Your Orders on Amazon.co.uk.

Arriving: 
7:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
Saturday, October 7
Your delivery option: 

 FREE Nominated Day Delivery

Your order will be sent to: 
TIM PIKE 
8 John Cabot Court 
Cumberland Close 
Bristol, Bristol BS1 6XD 
United Kingdom

Order Details
Order #202-5478048-9379556 
Placed on October 05, 2017

Apple iPhone 6S Plus 16GB Smartphone Space Grey - Apple
Certified Refurbished with 1 year Apple Warrantee 
Sold by Amazon EU S.a.r.L. 

£514.16 

Item Subtotal: £428.47
Postage & Packing: £0.00

Total Before VAT: £428.47
VAT: £85.69

Order Total: £514.16
Selected Payment Method: Visa

Need to make changes to your order? Visit our Help page for more information and video guides.
If you have a mobile device, you can use the free Amazon Mobile App to receive delivery notifications and track your
parcel on the go.

We hope to see you again soon. 
Amazon.co.uk

No explicit way to edit the order or time 
slot from this confirmation email.  

However there is a ‘Order Details’ CTA 
which takes you into your Amazon 
account where you can cancel the order.



AMAZON - YOUR ACCOUNT > YOUR ORDERS > ORDER DETAILS > ORDER TRACKING

Could EE deliver real time tracking 
inline with Enjoy, from the Order 
portal? this would allow the user to 
have a more personalised experience 
and build anticipation of receiving 
their shiny new phone or accessory.  
 
Amazon also offer text message 
updates like EE.
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SONOS - PROUCT DETAILS PAGE > DELIVERY MESSAGING + POSTCODE CHECKER 



AMAZON - HELP & CUSTOMER SERVICE > DISPATCH & DELIVERY > DELIVERY OPTIONS > ABOUT EVENING DELIVERY

AMAZON > PRIME SAME-DAY DELIVERY
Amazon have an extensive help section 
dedicated to delivery, something EE will 
need to implement too to support the 
array of delivery services on offer.

This landing page explains same-day 
delivery and highlights it’s available in 
selected areas. It even offers eligible 
items and links to filtered gallery pages 
which can be delivered the same day.



SONOS
ACQUISITION > DELIVERY



SONOS - PROUCT DETAILS PAGE

Clear, simple messaging here 
allowing the user to check their 
eligibility for the Enjoy service. 

No stock messaging here.



SONOS - PROUCT DETAILS PAGE > DELIVERY MESSAGING + POSTCODE CHECKER 

Informative and engaging 
interstitial explaining the delivery 
service and supporting the post 
code checker module. This is 
important to have to educate the 
customer on Enjoy.
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Rather than ‘Delivery’ the word 
‘Schedule’ seems more fitting for 
premium same-day delivery with 
setup, like an appointment rather 
than a courier delivery.

Large calendar has greyed out time 
slots not available, therefore not 
giving the customer an experience 
under false pretences.

SONOS - CHECKOUT > CONTACT INFORMATION > SCHEDULE (DELIVERY)



TAG HEUR
ACQUISITION > DELIVERY



TAG HEUER - PRODUCT GALLERY PAGE > PRODUCT DETAILS PAGE

Like Amazon, here is 
information on the personal 
setup delivery TAG offer. 

Surfaced on the product 
details page, the customer 
can learn more via a popup.  

This messaging does not seem 
to offer a method of entering 
a post code or checking 
eligibility which could lead to 
a disappointing experience.



TAG HEUER - CART > CHECKOUT > EMAIL > DELIVERY & PAYMENT
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TAG HEUER - CART > CHECKOUT > EMAIL > DELIVERY & PAYMENT

TAG offer an interdependent 
dropdown design pattern here - this 
could present usability issues vs a 
conventional calendar booking 
format, but does show the date and 
time clearly selected once chosen.



 R E
ACQUISITION > DELIVERY



DJI - CART > PRODUCT DETAILS PAGE > ENJOY INTERSTITIAL > CHECKOUT

Offering the Enjoy promotional 
video at this stage can show the 
customer what an engaging and 
useful service Enjoy offer, seeing 
it in action in real life. They may 
be more comfortable selecting the 
Enjoy service as a result.

Post code checker included in the 
Enjoy promo popup.

Continued messaging within the 
checkout area with Enjoy brand logo, 
picture and supportive text content.  

This could help the user make up their 
mind (either way) between standard 
and premium delivery services.

Inline delivery messaging 
highlighting the Enjoy service.


